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Abstract:  
In this work-in-progress, to advance theory, we begin to sketch a new mathematics of interdependence for human-
machine teams and entropy, the latter from forces modeled on the subjunctive mood ("as if"). We begin with a brief 
review of reasons for new theory on interdependence; past findings supporting the new theory; and a brief excursion 
into the new theory for our work-in-progress, followed by examples of decision-making from the field. New theory is 
needed for the advent of human-machine teams, yet social science almost exclusively is predicated on methodological 
individualism, a statistical and purely qualitative science which does not generalize to teams nor provide guidance for 
the engineering of human-machine teams. Interdependence has long been known to not only transmit social effects, 
but, as we have theorized and the literature and our research has supported, compared to independent individuals, 
maximum interdependence in human teams is associated with the performance of the best teams, including science 
teams; our theory of interdependence predicts and we have confirmed for the top oil firms and the top militaries in the 
world that impaired interdependence is associated with less freedom, increased corruption and poorer team 
performance from an unnecessary excess of workers (redundancy; free loaders). We have further found maximum 
interdependence in teams requires intelligence to overcome obstacles on a team's path to fulfill its mission, where 
intelligence was represented by our surrogate variable of education. New theory is next introduced to account for one 
of our earliest reported findings on the oscillations driven by two federal agencies as a quasi-Nash equilibrium that 
generates information from checks and balances to suggest how social systems in free societies self-organize to 
improve social decisions (e.g., political, economic, military). We close with a table of common examples drawn from 
the field.  
 
Introduction:  
The advent of human-machine teams has elevated the need to determine context computationally, yet social science 
has offered little guidance for their design or operation or to prevent accidents (see the Uber self-driving car accident 
next that killed a pedestrian in 2018), let alone the means to construct a computational context (Lawless et al., 2019). 
Recognizing their plight, social scientists argue, and we agree, that their science is a repository of an extraordinary 
amount of statistical and qualitative experience in determining and evaluating contexts for humans and human teams 
(NAS, 2019). Nonetheless, this situation leaves engineers to seek a quantitative path on their own. Instead, as part of 
a work-in-progress, we offer an integrated path forward as the better course.  
 
To illustrate the importance of this topic, as an example of a human-machine team system involved in an accident, the 
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB, 2018) investigated the death of a pedestrian in 2018, finding that the 
Uber self-driving car saw the pedestrian 6s early, applied the brakes 1.3 s early, but the brakes had been disconnected 
by Uber engineers to improve the car’s ride. The human operator saw the pedestrian 1s early but hit the brakes 1s after 
impact. However, the Uber car did not update the context for its human operator when it could have; its lack of 
interdependence with its operator made it a poor team player (Lawless et al., 2019). 
 
Introduced by Lewin (1951), the founder of social psychology, interdependence has made a mixed contribution to 
social theory, more of an impact after it was introduced (e.g., game theory, exchange theory), virtually none in recent 
decades primarily from the failure to advance predictive theory. While Jones (1998), an eminent social psychologist, 
agreed that interactions were highly interdependent, he concluded that the complexity it caused in the lab was 
“bewildering,” his conclusion more or less ending interdependence as a theoretical focus of study. Worse, social 
psychologists (Kenny et al., 1998) recommended the removal of interdependence to make data iid (independent and 
identically distributed), recommended also by engineers (Fromm, 2005) and information theorists (Conant, 1976). We 
have argued that this deletion of interdependence as a focus of study amplified the value of methodological 
individualism, impeded the study of teams, and is likely associated with the struggles in social science research that 
cannot be replicated (Nosek, 2015) and the inability to build new, valid theory.  
 
In the social sciences, validity is a wide-ranging problem, whether it is in forensic science (Edwards & Gatsonis, 
2006; for an update, see Segura & Smith, 2019); gender dysphoria (Davy & Toze, 2018); suicidal ideation (Murray, 
2016) and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual’s “major weakness is its lack of validity” (Insel, 2013).  
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There is little that can be generalized from the social sciences to human-machine teams from research on humans. 
Human teams in sociology focus on individual differences (surveys, observations, patterns of communication), 
cognitive processes (e.g., mental models, psychological safety), training (with mental models) and diversity (for a 
review, see Cooke & Hilton, 2015). Of these factors, only team goals seem generalizable to human-machine teams 
(e.g., McDaniel & Salas, 2018); one factor, diversity, appears to be counter-indicative; e.g., Cummings (2015) found 
that the least productive teams were interdisciplinary teams, contradicting the literature on the goal of diversity (e.g., 
see McDaniel's assertion in support of diversity in Weir, 2018). But we find some studies of teams at work to be 
helpful (e.g., Sundstrom et al., 2000).  
 
Unexpectedly, making interdependence a respected subject of study again, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS; 
see Cooke & Hilton, 2015) concluded that interdependence is critical to helping teams to perform superior to the same 
collection of individuals performing when independent of each other, the best teams being the most interdependent 
(Cummings, 2015). But what is interdependence was left open by the Academy's review, as was the optimum size of 
teams.  
 
Interdependence:  
Interdependence is, first, the bistable information associated with the construction of context shared by two or more 
agents (e.g., two-sided stories, such as "he said, she said;" or two-different world views such as religious versus atheist, 
conservative versus liberal political views, fiction versus non-fiction books; the difference between an observer and a 
performer), but few of us humans like to engage in two-sided (contradictory) views, motivating a segregation into 
tribes and hierarchies (e.g., opposing political parties each with organizational hierarchies). Second, a measurement 
problem of social objects commonly invalidates self-reported questionnaires or surveys (e.g., self-esteem in 
Baumeister et al., 2005; implicit racial bias in Blanton et al., 2009; the views of managers of their own organization's 
performance; in Bloom et al., 2007); the measurement problem is avoided by censoring one world view in favor of 
another's, causing individuals, teams, organizations or the tribes that perform single-minded acts to be more likely 
associated with error (e.g., authoritarians dampen innovation; single-minded views promote accidents or errors, e.g., 
the Boeing 737 Max). Third, the final aspect of interdependence is non-factorability (e.g., verbal speech versus the 
non-factorable aspects of non-verbal language; the intractability of assigning blame in complex legal cases; the 
difficulty of giving attribution for a heroic act on the field of battle). In summary, we attribute these three aspects to 
interdependence: bistable information; the measurement problem; and non-factorability. All three aspects enter into 
each and every social interaction, making the processing of interdependent information and its outcomes uncertain, 
unlike for Shannon information (except for noise).  
 
To set the stage for new research on autonomous human-machine teams, we briefly review the literature. Following 
the literature, we review some of the previous findings in this report of our work-in-progress. 
 
1.1 Our previous findings on interdependence 

We have theorized that interdependence is characterized by bistability, the means to the construction of a shared 
context critical to the performance of teams (e.g., for science teams, see Cooke & Hilton, 2015, and especially 
Cummings, 2015); a measurement problem; and non-factorability. If true, our assumptions would explain 
theoretically why book knowledge is less efficacious to improve a physical skill than the physical training of that 
skill, which we address in our first finding; it would also explain why the best size of teams is the minimum number 
of personnel to complete the mission of a team, addressed in the second and third findings; and, in our fourth 
finding, it would indicate that book knowledge and action-skill knowledge are orthogonal, a guide to an uncertainty 
principle for the future research on the tradeoffs faced by the members of a team when the team is confronted by an 
obstacle to the completion of its mission.  

1. In a study of USAF single-seat jet aircraft fighter pilots for USAF educators, we found that a test of air-to-
air combat knowledge learned from their classroom studies based on the results of an examination of that 
knowledge led to no association with air-to-air combat win-loss outcomes determined with multiple 
regressions; at the same time, however, the amounts of training received by these fighter pilots led  to 
significant differences in predicting which pilots would win or lose in air-to-air combat due strictly to the 
amount of highly-specialized air combat maneuver training that the winning pilots had received compared to 
the losing pilots (reviewed in Lawless, 2017a). The USAF educators who paid for this study did not like the 
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results and they replicated the study with questions loaded in favor of education; this was the data we analyzed 
for these USAF educators to find no support for their hypothesis.  

2. In our first direct study of interdependence, considering interdependence to work somewhat like the 
communication among quantum entangled particles extrapolated to a similar effect occurring between two 
or more social objects, producing a state of total communication from all of the verbal-nonverbal sources of 
interference possible in a team (compared to Shannon's two-way communication across a channel), we 
predicted and found that the more interdependent were the members of a team, the better that those teams 
performed, in agreement with findings reported by the National Academy of Sciences on teams (see Cooke 
& Hilton, 2015; also, Cummings, 2015). We tested and confirmed this theory in a study of the top oil-firms 
in the world. We considered that the more redundancy existing in a team, the lower would be a team's level 
of interdependence and thereby adversely affecting a team's performance, especially a team's efficiency, 
which we attributed to destructive interference (Lawless, 2017a). Specifically, we found that the more 
freedom associated with a firm's home country of record, the less redundancy in one of its businesses such 
as an oil-firm; e.g., Exxon and Sinopec produce about the same amount of oil, but Exxon has about 1/8th the 
number of employees.  

3. In a replication of our first study on interdependence, by collecting the data from the world's top militaries, 
we replicated and extended the oil-firm study. Again, we assumed that the more redundant were the members 
of a team, the poorer that team would perform. Results were significantly in agreement with our first study, 
reaffirming its findings (Lawless, 2017b): that is, we found that the more freedom in a nation, the smaller the 
size of its military measured by its number of military personnel. In addition, we extended our research by 
predicting and finding that redundancy was significantly associated with the levels of corruption in a country, 
and that the interdependence in a nation's teams was significantly associated with the individual freedom and 
the free market scores of a nation. In our interpretation, as interdependence in a team was reduced, team 
performance suffered. This reduction was easy to calculate based on the size of a team; that is to say, the 
larger a team that it took to complete the mission of a team, holding the mission of the differently sized teams 
constant, the poorer was the performance of a team; the latter finding contradicts the Academy which had 
argued that "more hands make light work" (Ch. 1, p. 13, in Cooke & Hilton, 2015). Significantly, redundancy 
was associated with the perceived levels of corruption in a country, implying to us that the redundancy 
existing in a team could be attributed as a payoff, reducing the constructive interference of interdependence.  

4. In the last study that we have published, a study of MENA countries (Middle Eastern and North African 
countries, plus Israel), we have found that the average academic levels of schooling in a country, as a 
substitute for the intelligence existing in a team, were significantly related to the patents produced by a 
country (Lawless, 2019; also see Lawless et al., 2019). We took academic levels to indicate that the more 
intelligent were the students in a country about the fields of endeavor that they had engaged in, the better 
prepared were they to contribute to that field by knowing or suspecting what was missing in the technology 
indicated by the existing patents pertinent to a field or discipline. We reconfirmed the adverse impact that 
corruption in a country had on performance; that is, the more corrupt that a country was perceived to be, the 
lower was that country's patent productivity (we have not repeated a study of redundancy at this time, but we 
are still analyzing the data with the plan to report more fully on that aspect of our study in the future). Of 
great interest to us, this fourth study seemingly contradicts the results from our first study, which found that 
the training of physical skills, but not educating their associated cognitive skills, improved those physical 
skills, results that we have interpreted to be orthogonal (i.e., representing information vectors, the results of 
a dot product for Vector A and Vector B are equal to the magnitude of A times the magnitude of B times the 
cosine of the angle between the two vectors; when the two vectors are aligned, representing agreement, 
meaning that the angle between these two information vectors is zero degrees, the cosine of the angle between 
them is 1; e.g., two members of the same business who are in agreement; in contrast, however, when the 
angle is 90 degrees, or orthogonal, the value of the cosine for the angle between the two vectors is zero, 
representing disagreement; e.g., a member of the team at CBS and another from Viacom recently when the 
two sides underwent a hostile merger attempt; see Flint & Hagey, 2018). This result suggests that an 
application of a social uncertainty principle is in play.  

 
Interdependence 
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Returning to interdependence, as we asserted, three effects characterize interdependence (Lawless, 2017): bistability 
(two sides to every story; the source of inspiration and innovation; checks and balances; social reactivity); 
measurement (produces one-sided stories; consensus-seeking or minority control; increased uncertainty and errors); 
and non-factorability (court cases; proprietary or patent claims; he said, she said). Measurement, for example, produces 
an uncertainty relationship that promotes the emergence of trade-offs; e.g., from signal detection theory, Cohen (1995) 
concluded that a  
 

narrow waveform yields a wide spectrum, and a wide waveform yields a narrow spectrum and that 
both the time waveform and frequency spectrum cannot be made arbitrarily small simultaneously.  

 
Emergence 
 
Emergence, like surprise, can become the weapon that Clausewitz (1873) claimed caused “confusion and broken 
courage in the enemy's ranks ...” In competition against an adversary, the goal of a team should be to avoid internal 
surprise by being sufficiently well-trained to manage it, by navigating as a team around obstacles, and by exploiting 
it when seeking (e.g., emotional) vulnerabilities in an adversary’s defenses to cause surprise in an adversary. Teams 
can emerge as a unit; unlike the Uber car, human-machine teammates can anticipate each other’s vulnerabilities to 
construct contexts in real time to help their team to operate effectively and efficiently in a context shared by a team 
that they come to trust when their team navigates safely around obstacles (Lawless et al., 2019).  
 
Multi-tasking 
 
Individuals multi-task poorly (Wickens, 1992); e.g., using a cell-phone while driving a car. In contrast, multitasking 
is the reason that teams exist (Lawless, 2017a,b), giving them a comparative advantage over a non-team collection of 
the very same agents (Cooke & Hilton, 2015). To form and operate a team requires multiple forms of communications 
(verbal, non-verbal) that include the constructive and destructive interference transmitted by interdependence, making 
teamwork into an emergent property unequal to the sum of a team's individual contributors. Communications among 
humans include angry debate even among the best teams (Hackman, 2011); they also include explanations for the 
behaviors to be or not to be chosen in a particular, or even dynamic context, for which AI systems, especially machine 
learning, have so far been unable to manage (Pearl, 2002; Pearl & Mackenzie, 2018), a problem that has to be solved 
for the metrics that must be able to determine effective and efficient human-machine teams performing in real time, 
the subject of our Special Issue in AI Magazine (Lawless et al., 2019).  
 
Correlations: Associations present three problems:  
 
Before we briefly advance our new theory with simple mathematics for teams, we offer a conjecture to explain the 
current failure to advance a theory of interdependence. The original theory of close relationships, based on 
interdependence theory (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959; Kelley & Thibaut, 1978), while well-theorized, failed, leading to a 
new theory of "Close relationships" (Kelley, 1983) that also failed. Summing up these failures of interdependence 
theory, Kelley (1991) tried but could not explain why. We speculate that at the heart of this problem is the phenomenon 
of complementarity, where a couple or larger team forms an orthogonal relationship or a series of relationships that 
are at least pairwise orthogonal. Kelly's failure is that supportive correlations could not be found for at least orthogonal 
pair relationships. The reason is simple.  
 
First, orthogonal implies independence; a zero correlation implies independence.  
 
Second, for a relationship, a correlation means an association, mutual relationship, state of interdependence or 
connection between two or more elements. In social groups, social psychologists call that complementarity, for which 
the evidence does not support (e.g., Erber & Erber, 2016), a conundrum. We have often heard that a correlation does 
not mean causality; how can we account for causality with interdependence but without a correlation?  
 
Third, the absence of a correlation in close relationships has been taken to mean the absence of an interdependent 
relation between orthogonal social objects. If two social objects are interdependent, however, they are causally 
connected. Interdependence means an ordering effect between two or more variables has occurred. If a pair is in an 
interdependent relationship occupying orthogonal roles (e.g., husband-wife; pitcher-catcher; prosecutor-defense 
attorney), however, the information they collect and self-report, coming from orthogonal roles, must have zero 
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correlation by definition. Confused? A waitress-cook pair working together are interdependently connected, yet each 
self-reports that each sees the world differently.  
 
As an example of orthogonality and the lack of a correlation from a severed team, interestingly, via the carpus 
collosum, the two independent halves of a brain work together seamlessly like a team, but once surgically separated 
into two parts, each half of the brain now sees and self-reports the world differently (Gazzaniga, 2011). Thus, instead 
of assuming independent elements, the same statistical effect occurs if the roles of a team form orthogonal 
relationships (ship’s captain, ship’s engineer, etc.). Then the entropy gradient for a well-functioning team’s structure 
reduces as its degrees of freedom (dof) reduce, producing a reduction in structural entropy similar to when the last 
element completes a molecule; when such a team emerges as a unit, it can direct maximum entropy production (MEP) 
to the task at hand (Martyushev, 2013). In sum, orthogonal roles in a team are interdependent; but orthogonal roles 
produce independent information; reduced dof explains bewilderment; and entropy links engineering and social 
science.  
 
Future research for human-machine teamwork:  
 
We suggest that a team operates as a network of intelligent agents from a catallaxy of exchanges (Hayek, 1976) to 
exploit and maintain sufficient free energy and negentropy, A, for it to order, organize and manage itself; to survive; 
and to solve a problem or other work that it has designated for itself, or, if part of an organization's hierarchy, that it 
has been ordered to act upon. Guided by Wissner-Gross & Freer (2013), based on the value of intelligence that we 
have found in our fourth study (Lawless, 2019), assume that a limited mental energy landscape exists, an idea 
modified that we borrow from the theory of ego depletion by Baumeister et al. (1998), one of the most famous 
experimental phenomena in social psychology, but one that has failed to be replicated (for a recent review, see 
Dang, 2018). We further assume that the mind's view of its potential negentropy landscape is at least three-fold: To 
solve the problems encumbered upon it; to find vulnerabilities in its opponents; and to maximize its exploitation of 
A. In this paper, we focus on the latter.  
 
At each time step in a team's work performance, proportional amounts of A under its management or control is 
converted to entropy; maximum performance occurs at with maximum convergence of A into MEP (Martyushev, 
2013).  
 
Available energy and negentropy, A, are required for any action including the size, building or mergers of teams, with 
V being the potential intensity of its collective intelligence across the field applied per unit of A, and with J, the flow 
of available free energy-negentropy per unit of time, giving power normalized over distance for a team, 𝑃", as:1  
 

𝑃" = 𝑉 ∗ 𝐽 = '(
')

')
'*

.      (1) 
 
We assume that teams are free to choose their own members, but that freedom, especially for successful teams, can 
motivate constructive and destructive interference (entropy). Competition is an example of constructive interference 
serving to obtain and drive the best teammates (e.g., Cummings, 2015) and for the best team performance (Lawless, 
2017a,b). For destructive interference, gangs, authoritarian rulers, and the decision criteria for consensus-seeking, also 
known as minority control (Lawless et al., 2014), interfere destructively with a team's performance.  
 
To operate a team to perform work requires A. Two teams competing against each other at a quasi-Nash equilibrium 
consume the most A to produce MEP (Martyushev, 2013). This quasi-Nash equilibrium could reflect a courtroom trial 
between an equally competent prosecutor and defense attorney (Freer & Perdue, 1996), between two businesses 
competing to merge with a third (e.g., the merger duel for Anadarko won by Occidental Petroleum Co. against 
Chevron; in Olson, 2019), or the recommendation by citizens advising the Department of Energy (DOE) on the 
cleanup of DOE's radioactive waste mismanagement at one of its sites, the target problem is fully described below.  
 

                                                
1 At this point for our work-in-progress, we use S for entropy; dS/dt as information processing, giving for knowledge 
dS/dt=0; from Wissner-Gross & Freer (2013), we use for force F(x) = T∇S(𝑥)|"!; and we shift to 𝑃" for power to 
normalize distance in mental space, where Work	 = 	F	x	cosθ = 	P"	t.  
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The quasi-Nash equilibrium. As a model of V, two teams serve to enter into a competition as long as they have 
sufficient A to perform, the performance of the two teams being similar to a harmonic oscillator described below. We 
assume that equation (1) is similar to a network or circuit for electricity. Assume a series-like circuit where a Nash-
like equilibrium (Lawless, 2017a) acts like a unit capacitor to represent a polarized pair of teams expressing their 
intelligence to describe V as dual skirmish lines set against each other in the hopes of persuading an audience of voters 
to adopt its proposed solution to a target problem, the audience acting like a unit inductor, induced to consider one set 
of beliefs fleshed out in an argument countered by an opposing set of  beliefs (orthogonal), the back and forth a tool 
that induces sufficient familiarity among the members of an audience with both sets of beliefs well-enough for them 
to determine strengths and weaknesses of the arguments to enable them to vote on the program they support. Let 
z(t) 	= 	x(t) + iy(t), with x representing real resistance or social reactance along the abscissa, y on the ordinate 
representing beliefs by the imaginary parts of a solution (see Figure 1 below). Then,  
 

'"B
'*"

+ 'B
'*
+ 𝑧 = 𝑒EF* = 𝑅𝑒	[𝑒EF*] + 𝐼𝑚[𝑒EF*] = cos(𝜔𝑡)	 + 𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛	(𝜔𝑡)  (2) 

 
We sketch the real solutions from equation (2) on the x axis and imaginary ones on the y axis.  
 

 

 
 
 
Figure 1. For Equation (2), in cases when no resistance exists (no audience feedback; two equal sides of an issue 
talking past each other), solutions fall only on the y axis, producing harmonic oscillations (points 1 and 2). When two 
equal competitors in a debate fully engage with each other with equal resistance to each other, a compromise provides 
a solution where the y curve meets at the x axis (e.g., points 3,4). When there is little debate when one side dominates 
the other, solutions fall entirely on the x axis without oscillations on the curve (solution 6 represented stronger 
resistance than solution 5).  
 
Harmonic oscillator example. In 2005, a law was passed that required the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to 
review all high-level radioactive waste (HLW) tank closure plans across the Department of Energy (DOE). The extra 
review provided by NRC, the competitor of DOE, illustrates interdependence in the field. "Turf battles" arise between 
nearly equal centers of power, displayed as undamped behavioral oscillations similar to predator-prey oscillations in 
biology or similar to a harmonic oscillator in social affairs. When humans witness a debate, the two power centers 
(P𝑥1 and P𝑥2) become drivers of information to the neutral witnesses as they process the information (dS/dt) until 
they are able to decide an issue (Lawless, 2017a). Just such a turf battle between NRC and DOE was exposed after 
five years during a public meeting held in 2011 when the State of South Carolina complained in public that DOE was 
unlikely to close its two HLW tanks by 2012 as had been legally agreed, the slipping milestone caused by NRC's 
repeated and unrelenting challenges to DOE, with DOE being pushed by the State of South Carolina. However, after 
hearing both sides of the argument in public (bistability), and after the citizens realized that this "turf battle" was 
causing a key milestone to slip, the majority-ruled SRS CAB recommended closing the tanks immediately, a decision 
subsequently adopted by NRC and DOE (points 6 and 5). The tanks were closed in what one DOE official described 
as ". . . the fastest action I have witnessed by DOE-HQ in my many years of service with DOE" (Lawless et al., 2014). 
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Since then, even with the increased oversight by NRC, motivated by its Citizen Advisory Board (CAB), DOE's 
Savannah River Site in South Carolina has closed an additional seven tanks. 
 
We close with a table below from current events to provide examples of the common occurrence of quasi-Nash 
equilibrium to reflect its generality as a phenomenon.  
 
Table 1. Examples of quasi-Nash equilibria drawn from common examples.  
 

Example Description Reference 
   
 A courtroom trial between an equally competent prosecutor and defense 

attorney provides the best outcome for society.  
Freer & Perdue, 1996 

 The merger duel for Anadarko won by Occidental Petroleum Co. against 
Chevron.  

Olson, 2019 

 Recommendations by citizens advising the Department of Energy (DOE) 
on the cleanup of its radioactive waste mismanagement at one of its sites. 
Majority rules produce superior results compared to conseusus-seeking 
rules (the EU White Paper reached the same conclusion; WP, 2001).  

Lawless et al., 2014;  

 The trade fight between China and the USA.  Zumbrun, 2019; EB, 
2019 

 The fight between the U.S. House of Representatives, Senate and White 
House over the disaster aid bill for Puerto Rico.  

Duehren, 2019 

 In response to the appearance of growing threats from Iran in the Persian 
Gulf area, US Naval forces are being built up.  

Youssef, 2019 

 The coming political battle in the State of Virginia in 2020 between 
Republicans and Democrats after Virginia was at the epicenter of one of 
the most embarrassing and horrifying political scandals in recent memory 
with its Governor and Lt. Governor.  

Hemingway, 2019 

 Unable to persuade its European antitrust authorities to let it split into two 
companies, in an about face, Thyssenkrupp plans to restructure itself and 
to sell outright its elevator unit. 

Bender, 2019a 

 In preparation for potential space war, a series of war games “did not go 
well …” Some satellites are already being strengthened with new defenses 
(shields against directed energy weapons and greater maneuverability to 
let them steer clear of space weapons). 

Sciutto, 2019 

 Bayer is appealing the verdicts and argues that hundreds of studies and 
regulatory bodies around the world including the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency have concluded that Roundup and its active ingredient, 
glyphosate, are safe. More cases need to go to trial and more appeals heard 
before the direction of the legal fight becomes clear, Bayer and some 
investors say. Others, though, say only a win in court right now would 
help them regain confidence in the company. 

Bender, 2019b 

 
Conclusions:  
 
The new book on Superforcasters (Tetlock & Gardiner, 2015) is considered to be one of the best traditional models 
of decision making. In this model, the best predictors of social outcomes are trained to be even better. On its website, 
however, the authors posted their first two predictions: Brexit would not occur; and Trump would not be elected 
President of the United States.2 As our work-in-progress, we propose a better model is the harmonic oscillator that we 
proposed in this manuscript. In addition to what we have predicted and found, we expect that the best decisions arise 
from the interdependence established by a quasi-Nash equilibria, as in the two-party system offered by the USA; or 
the competition for merger targets provided by free markets; or the reduction in corruption provided by checks and 
balances in a republic like the USA.  

                                                
2 http://goodjudgment.com/superforecasting/index.php/2016/11/03/is-donald-trump-mr-brexit/ 
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